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Ipas Resource Center
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From

Resource Dump
To

Information Center
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What does Ipas Do?

• Ipas is an international nongovernmental organization that
has worked for three decades to reduce abortion-related
deaths and injuries; increase women's ability to exercise
their sexual and reproductive rights; and improve access to
reproductive-health services, including safe abortion care.
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• Ipas is the only international nongovernmental organization that
focuses exclusively and comprehensively on reducing abortion-related
deaths and injuries and increasing women’s ability to exercise their
sexual and reproductive rights.

• For three decades Ipas has worked globally and nationally to break the
cycle of repeated unwanted pregnancy and unsafe abortion by:

• training and equipping health care providers so that safe abortion
services are available to women in their communities, to the full extent
of the law, conducting research to inform health care  providers and
policymakers;  and

• advocating  for policies that support women’s ability to make safe
reproductive choices.
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Ipas needs dynamic Resource Services
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This was the
“Resource Dump”

Where to start?
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Make a plan

• It was like a seminar in library management

• I had to build every system, from circulation to
classification

• We needed automation

• We needed shelves

• I needed a dust mask!
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I needed help!
 APLIC-I Networking to the rescue

• Susan Jaimison of PATH provided a simple classification
system that I could adapt

• Margie Shiels at FHI taught me about InMagic
DBTextWorks, and some great circulation system tricks
with barcodes

• Bill Barrows at FHI helped me solve my first big reference
question

• Many of you provided articles before I had journals
available

• And the list could go on and on…
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Students are wonderful

• Information and library student can provide the manpower for small,
poor non-profits

• Other interns in the parent organization can do special projects that
benefit the Resource Center

• Unpaid field experiences and internships

• Provide a buddy for solo librarians
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Big Improvements

• When I arrived the area to the
left was the Resource Center

• On the right were office
cubicles
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Great Additions
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Arranging to receive a wonderful
donation

• Visit the collection in it’s home (and make new friends)

• Estimate space needs

• Work with architect to build new space

• Plan for the move

• Go to Bethesda and get the books
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Dr. David’s office
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Henry with 62
boxes
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It was a little hard to let go
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I needed more help

• Lori Delany, our newest APLIC-I member, to the rescue
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Honoring Henry and Tema
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